September 10, 2009

To whom it may concern:

Maria Parham Medical Center had an intense need for an orthopedic surgeon to join the medical staff and our community, Marcel Barbey and The Medicus Firm were recommended to us by another hospital and we were very impressed when Marcel came to visit and to learn more about our opportunity and our community. It was apparent from his experience, knowledge, and personality that he would be an energetic and professional search executive helping us in an important effort. He was able to apprise us of strategies and provide information which enabled us to be attractive to candidates.

He proved to be very responsive and communicative in a very competitive environment for orthopedic surgeons. We were impressed with the quality of candidates he brought to us and the knowledge they had about the hospital when they visited. We would heartily recommend Marcel and The Medicus Firm to others based on our experience.

Sincerely,

Robert Singletary
President/CEO
Maria Parham Medical Center